


Hi there, I'm Jodie!

A Little About Me

Jodie Clarke is an early childhood professional
supporting educators who want and need to stay
passionate about the work they do! 

She has 30 years hands-on experience in the early
childhood and human services sectors across many
different roles.

Jodie is mum to 3 in Australia and has already 
helped thousands of educators with their work through
her popular blog posts, activity ideas, online 
training and e-books.

A Little About Me



A Little About MeHow To Use This Resource

The aim of this visual resource is to help you
see that there are many ways to meet each
step of the planning and documentation cycle.

Making your planning cycle visual will help you to
understand and break down both the WHY and HOW
of this essential process.

The documentation tools and processes that give
you the most meaningful information to work with
when supporting a child's early learning journey are
those that suit your individual strengths, service type
and goals.

Use this resource as inspiration to guide you toward
building your own planning cycle framework so that
each step leads to the next and eventually closes the
documentation loop - without unneccessary writing.

You’ll find my core building blocks highlighted by
colour and icon so you can see how to bring your
own system together using just 4 core elements.

These are ideas from my own planning over the
years and therefore you'll see a variety of examples.
You do NOT want to try and incorporate every single
documentation or assessment example I have
shared throughout this resource...it would be
overwhelming and not necessary. 

You might have different ideas or tools you like to
use that suit your service type, children & strengths
better...and that’s the idea of a flexible process.

Read through the visual framework graphic I have
included at the beginning of each section and think
about what elements you currently include & if you
could organise them more efficiently. Then move
onto the visual examples and how I used them.

I've separated this resource into 3 sections covering different early childhood service
models - choose the one that suits your role first then make sure to fill in the blank
planning cycle framework at the end of each section with the tools and resources

you will use to build your own core building blocks and complete the cycle. 
I hope you find it helpful.

- Jodie :)
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8 Reasons Why I Always Set Up And Use An 

Organisation Folder For Family Day Care

BUILDING BLOCK 1
ORGANISATION FOLDER

To tell me what resources I need this week and what I might need to
buy or prep ahead of time so I’m not trying to do it all right before the
activity when children need my attention.

To summarise relevant reflections and observations from last week
that have informed this week’s program.

To remind me of any core focus /intentional teaching experiences &
goals planned for this week’s program.

To help me to recognise and action any changes, modifications or
additions I need to make to the indoor or outdoor environments
this week/month and why I need to (this then becomes part of my
reflections).



BUILDING BLOCK 1
ORGANISATION FOLDER

To remind me of any special events, incursions, excursions or
community visits I need to allow time or resources for.

To give me an easy to find space that allows me to quickly compile
observation jottings, notes/questions to discuss with the coordinator,
any parent feedback or conversations, children’s voices as I hear/see
them and forward planning brainstorm ideas. This part of the
folder/notebook doesn’t need to be neat and pretty - it’s just there
for adding quick collections of information during the week that I will
get back to when time allows to help me continue with my planning
cycle steps in more detail (connects with the program folder).

To give me the best possible chance of starting my week feeling
confident and organised instead of already overwhelmed and
rushed for time on Monday.

To help me show evidence of a consistent and ongoing cycle of self
assessment and looking forward using information gathered from
reflections, children, parents, environment and community.



Like the idea of an organisation folder but not sure where to start? 

Make a start instead of procrastinating with these 3 steps.

Start with a simple summary page for the week ahead that lists the
basics then extend from there as you work out what helps you to
save time.

EMPOWERED ED TAKE 
ACTION TIPS
 

Decide whether you will use a hard copy paper folder, folder files on
the computer or a mix of both.

Assign a colour to your organisation folder and use a sticky dot in the
same colour on any of the pages/templates you use for this folder (if
working on the computer instead of hard copies, you could label your
folder with an icon, number or letter for each core folder or use a cloud
tool like Gdrive to colour code and organise your folders).

1

2

3

Take a look at some examples from one of my organisation folders 

for more inspiration…



Empowered Ed Resource Example FDC

Why Did I Use This?

Writing what you want to add or change
in the learning environment helps you
organise for the week ahead AND gives
you an opportunity to use information
gathered through reflections.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Including forward planning activities and
intentional teaching experiences you
want to cover provides a quick reminder
as you prepare materials and resources
for the week ahead.

Using a dedicated space each week to
jot a few reminders re communicating
with parents shows clear evidence you
are trying to connect and collaborate -
even if you aren't receiving feedback.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example FDC

Why Did I Use This?

It's quick to complete and review and
that's important when it's just you on
your own! It also helps structure a
routine for each day although always
flexible. Tick & move on. Simple.

How Does This 
Create Links?

As with the previous format I have also
included a space to record parent
communication and also any
significant/spontaneous moments I can
use to inform my forward planning and
next program. Fast but useful.

Being organised is especially important
in FDC because you are doing it all
yourself. Break up your day into sections
with common tasks then check off those
that are relevant to that day. Create a
routine that works for YOU.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example FDC

Why Did I Use This?

Sometimes you just need an easy to
complete tool that becomes routine but
still gives you valuable planning and
reflection information and this format
does just that! 

How Does This 
Create Links?

Setting 3 achievable goals for your day
helps you to reflect on what your
priorities are and why, then connect
those to other areas of your work.

If your day often seems overwhelming
with the tasks you need to get done
break it up into sections and focus on
one at a time. They should be smaller
than your 3 daily goals.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



BUILDING BLOCK 2
LEARNING JOURNEY FOLDER

5 Reasons Why I Always Set Up And Use A 

Learning Journey Folder For Family Day Care
To provide a space that holds all the information I need to
document, assess and extend a child’s individual learning journey -
no wasted time looking for bits and pieces.

To give me a quick monthly overview of each child’s progress and
the assessment that has been completed so far.

To highlight children’s needs, interests, strengths and/or
developmental changes. 

To help me connect all observations, incidental and intentional
teaching moments, and planned activities to meaningful extensions
and programs.

To help me visually display my process step by step so it’s easier to
modify or explain to a coordinator or families if needed.



Like the idea of a learning journey folder but not sure where to start? 

Make a start instead of procrastinating with these 3 steps.

Draw a table on a page at the front of your folder and list all of the
children’s names, associated documentation/assessments and
dates completed. Keep it simple and visual. This will become your
learning journey tracker so you always know a child’s progress at a
glance and can manage your documentation time more effectively.

EMPOWERED ED TAKE 
ACTION TIPS
 

Decide whether you will use a hard copy paper folder, folder files on
the computer or a mix of both.

Divide your lever arch folder (or computer folder files) into 4 sections -
Observations/Forward Planning/Programs/Child Summary & Goals

1

2

3

Take a look at some examples from one of my learning journey folders 

for more inspiration…



Empowered Ed Resource Example FDC

Why Did I Use This?

There are many ways to record an
observation and it is up to the educator
to decide what style suits the suitation.
In this case a learning story format
provided the most meaningful option.

How Does This 
Create Links?

When recording what the information
collected in an observation tells you, use
the language of the EYLF or your relevant
standards to simplify and ensure
parents can also understand the
learning & connections being made.

Photos and images of the children's work
can help us to communicate the story of
a child's learning visually.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example FDC

Why Did I Use This?

Using photos or other media to
document a child's play can help
educators quickly record and reflect 'in
the moment' then come back later to
include more information if needed.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Using easy to understand references
and language to analyse and explain
the learning that took place ensures
links to learning outcomes without the
need for numbers or codes. 

You can complete an observation in
stages - I often created the visual story
first then added in more detail using text
when time allowed.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example FDC

Why Did I Use This?

To make the learning visual since the
steps of the process and language used
was the important part of what I
observed and felt was meaningful. 

How Does This 
Create Links?

Although a simple observation style, the
step by step visual format and inclusion
of the words 'like preschool' conveys the
significance of what has taken place &
the extension to learning that has been
supported with this activity.

Take the time to listen to those little
conversations because often they will
tell you more than just focusing on what
you see.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example FDC

Why Did I Use This?

I use developmental checklists as just
one source of information in
partnership with my own child
development knowledge to assess
current milestones and development .

How Does This 
Create Links?

This type of developmental tool usually
separates developmental stages and
skills into common ECE learning areas.
You can also connect to the framework
or standards you are following in your
part of the world.

All children develop at their own pace so
it's important not to just record Y or N to
the common skills listed. Take the time
to add jottings that give you a bigger
picture of the child's progress so far.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example FDC

Why Did I Use This?

This is my absolute favourite tool and I
have used it for many years to make the
forward planning and analysis process
more visual. 

How Does This 
Create Links?

You add information to the form from
left to right as you complete each step in
the planning cycle for each child. It
shows you clearly when you have closed
the loop with an evaluation.

Instead of spending time figuring out
where to next all the time, first set up a
step by step framework that makes
sense to YOU.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example FDC

Why Did I Use This?

To give me a way to summarise and
communicate a child's learning over a
certain period of time (usually 3 -6
months) using information gained from
all of my documentation sources.

How Does This 
Create Links?

By asking children to share their
thoughts we can connect what they are
telling us to future planning and
programs and give them the opportunity
to self reflect and have their voice heard.

Don't just summarise what has taken
place - set new learning goals and
describe what actions you will take to
support this child as they continue their
journey.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



BUILDING BLOCK 3
PROGRAM & REFLECTION 
FOLDER
 
 

7 Reasons Why I Always Set Up And Use A 

Program & Reflection Folder For Family Day Care
To keep current blank program templates ready to write on (or type
into if on computer).

To help me record brief program reflections and use this information
to inform the next program and extend learning.

To keep a library of previous programs and notes for review,
reflection and reuse if relevant.

To help me clarify and assign time to both day to day reflection and
critical reflection by having a familiar process to follow.



BUILDING BLOCK 3
PROGRAM & REFLECTION 
FOLDER
 
To show evidence of regular self assessment, changes,
improvements and self development.

To provide an easy way to document incidental learning, children’s
interests and voices and other feedback.

To help me close the loop when I need to recall a program to
evaluate previous planned intentional focus activities.

Like the idea of a learning journey folder but not sure where to start? 

Make a start instead of procrastinating with these 3 steps.

EMPOWERED ED TAKE 
ACTION TIPS
 

Decide whether you will use a hard copy paper folder, folder files on
the computer or a mix of both.

Divide your lever arch folder (or computer folder files) into 4 sections -
Program Templates/Recent Programs/Previous Programs/Monthly
Critical Reflection

1

2
Take a look at some examples from my previous program and reflection folders for more inspiration…



Empowered Ed Resource Example FDC

Why Did I Use This?

I have used a basic box template for
many years because it is easily modified
no matter the role, service type or
framework. I simply create headings that
fit the current planning needs.

How Does This 
Create Links?

This box provides a space to jot down
any extension experiences you have
planned and it gives you a reference
date to quickly complete your evaluation
and forward planning form.

Have a space in your plan to jot down
children's emerging interests and any
activities or child led experiences that
evolve as a result.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example FDC

Why Did I Use This?

To give me a space to quicly jot down
some reflections at the end of the weekly
or monthly program while still fresh in
my mind. I add this page to my box
program.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Use the information gained from
program reflections to help brainstorm
meaningful forward planning ideas.

After completing your weekly program
reflection take 2 minutes to jot down
some possible ideas for your next
program - this will save writing time.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example FDC

Why Did I Use This?

This is simply a different version of the
form on previous page modified to break
down the reflection process in more
detail.

How Does This 
Create Links?

With forward planning experiences its
important to decide when you will do
this and why. You might not include it on
your next program but when you do, it
will have a date that links to the original
information gathered.

Although critical reflection is not usually
required weekly, I find jotting down a few
quick notes each week helps make the
process of monthly critical reflection
easier and more relevant.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example FDC

Why Did I Use This?

To give me a way to show a clear record
of thinking about and analysing the
information I have collected from an
observation and how it might be
significant.

How Does This 
Create Links?

I gain information that helps me decide
how to further support a child's pathway
through future activities, environments,
challenges and planning.

Keep analysis of learning simple -
compare what you already know about
this child to the information you just
collected to help clarify what they are
ready for next.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example FDC

Why Did I Use This?

It provides a quick way to reflect on the
current program and gather information
that will inform the next program and
planning.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Recording children's interests, outcomes,
spontaneous play or learning moments
throughout the week provides relevant
information for forward planning and
future observations that might be
required.

Break critical reflection up into a smaller
step by step process that only takes a
little time to write up each week but
gives you valuable information for
ongoing self assessment &
improvements.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example FDC

Why Did I Use This?

Parent communication tools can also be
a valuable way to gather and reflect on
information that can be used to inform
future individual and group experiences.

How Does This 
Create Links?

While the core focus is communicating
with families about their child's day you
can also use this information to plan
new learning goals and extension
activities.

Being short of time is no excuse not to
communicate with families each day. A
few photos with a short description or a
quick conversation is just as meaningful.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example FDC

Why Did I Use This?

As an easy way to prompt weekly
reflection in a particular focus area
when I'm not sure where or how to begin.
This focus area prompted a reflection on
my program this week.

How Does This 
Create Links?

By identifying possible changes or
actions required as a result of the
reflection information gathered, we show
clear links to a continuous cycle of
improvement.

Use reflection to help with time
management and organisation by
keeping track of paperwork completed.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



6 Reasons Why I Always Set Up And Use A 

Communication Folder For Family Day Care

BUILDING BLOCK 4
COMMUNICATION
FOLDER
 

To help me communicate consistently with families in a way that is
meaningful to them and efficient for me.

To help me make my programs and the children’s work more
interactive and visual.

It provides a simple way to link learning outcomes and goals
together in an easy to understand format.

Kickstarts conversations between parents and children, children and
their peers and coordinator visits and children.



BUILDING BLOCK 4
COMMUNICATION
FOLDER
 

Having communication recorded in one core place helps me to
reflect on what I know about each child and their family and
compare this to what I’m currently observing, allowing for more
meaningful and timely child observations.

Reminds me to continually consider ways to document and include
children’s voices, ideas, interests and needs into my overall program.

Like the idea of a learning journey folder but not sure where to start? 

Make a start instead of procrastinating with these 3 steps.

EMPOWERED ED TAKE 
ACTION TIPS
 

Decide whether you will use a hard copy paper folder, folder files on
the computer or a mix of both.

Divide your lever arch folder (or computer folder files) into 4 sections - Family
Communication Tools/Learning Made Visual/Children’s Voices/Family
Orientation Information/Coordinator (or scheme) Communication.

1

2
Take a look at some examples from my previous communication folders for more inspiration…



Empowered Ed Resource Example

Why Did I Use This?

FDC

To communicate group experiences and
children's learning to families and peers.
It also provides a space to collect
information about the child's voice and
brief reflections on the day.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Include elements to share your program
and communicate experiences with
families visually rather than just relying
on text they might not have time to read.

Using conversational language to
highlight the learning that is taking
place 'just through play' creates
opportunities to connect and invite input
from parents and carers.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example FDC

Why Did I Use This?

This is a simple way to document
children's voices and interests. I like to
add a little context to help parents see
the bigger picture of what was
happening.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Documenting children's voices and play
with simple visuals provides information
to reflect on at a later date and guide
next steps and extensions.

Include an area on your program that
makes it easy to plan a few experiences
that connect to children's interests,
questions and the knowledge you
already have of each child.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example

Why Did I Use This?

FDC

Simple photo collages can engage busy
families at pickup, provide a
conversation starter and show learning
as it unfolded rather than just 'telling'.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Use easy to understand language and
titles that connect everyday play and
experiences to core learning outcomes.

Partner with children to regularly update
their 'profile' and current play. Include
their words or actions to invite
conversations with peers and families as
they enter the care environment.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example

Why Did I Use This?

FDC

Start with a simple summary page for
the week ahead that lists the basics then
extend from there as you work out what
helps you to save time.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Start with a simple summary page for
the week ahead that lists the basics then
extend from there as you work out what
helps you to save time.

If sending information home to parents
via a my day form or email like this one
make sure you make it quick and easy
for you to fill out. Paste or insert photos
from device, add checklists or options to
circle instead of writing.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example

Why Did I Use This?

FDC

I always include a 'Family Feedback'
space in my programs as an easy way
to record any significant information or
conversations. This can later be
incorporated into a future program.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Inviting parent and carer feedback on
an assessment creates links between
home routines and culture and their
time in care .

Use parent & child input to compare this
information to what you already know
about this child and what you are
observing to help evaluate and extend.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea
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8 Reasons Why I Always Set Up And Use An 

Organisation Folder As A Room Leader

BUILDING BLOCK 1
ORGANISATION FOLDER

To tell me what resources I need this week and what I might need to
buy or can ask an assistant to prep ahead of time

To summarise relevant reflections and observations from last week
that have informed this week’s program.

To remind me of any core focus /intentional teaching experiences &
goals planned for this week’s program.

To help me to recognise and action any changes, modifications or
additions I need to make to the indoor or outdoor environments
this week/month and why I need to (this then becomes part of my
reflections).



BUILDING BLOCK 1
ORGANISATION FOLDER

To remind me of any special events, incursions, excursions or community visits I need to
allow time or resources for.

To give me an easy to find space that allows me to quickly compile observation jottings,
notes/questions to discuss with other room educators and Ed leader, any parent feedback or
conversations, children’s voices as I hear/see them and forward planning brainstorm ideas
that everyone can contribute to. This part of the folder/notebook doesn’t need to be neat
and pretty - it’s just there for adding quick collections of information during the week that I
will get back to when time allows to help me continue with my planning cycle steps in more
detail (connects with the program folder and team communication book).

To give me (and those who work with me in the same room) the best possible chance of
starting the week feeling confident and organised instead of rushed and frustrated.

To help me show evidence of a consistent and ongoing cycle of self assessment and
looking forward using information gathered from other room educators, reflections, children,
parents, environment and community.



Like the idea of an organisation folder but not sure where to start? 

Take action instead of procrastinating with these 4 tips.

If you are working on the computer instead of with hard copies, you could 
label your folder with an icon, number or letter for each core folder or use a
cloud tool like Gdrive to colour code and organise your folders then share
access with others.

EMPOWERED ED TAKE 
ACTION TIPS
 

Decide whether you prefer to use a hard copy paper folder, folder files on the
computer or a mix of both. Consider any service digital tools in use.

Assign a colour to your organisation folder and use a sticky dot in the same
colour on any of the pages/templates you use for this folder so it is not only
easy for you to recognise and use but also other educators in the room.

1

2

3

Take a look at some examples from one of my organisation folders for more inspiration…

Start with a simple summary page for the week ahead that lists the basics then
build pages from there as you work out what helps you to save time.4



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

Writing what you want to add or change
in the learning environment helps you
organise for the week ahead AND gives
you an opportunity to use information
gathered through reflections.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Including forward planning activities and
intentional teaching experiences you
want to cover provides a quick reminder
as you prepare materials and resources
for the week ahead.

Using a dedicated space each week to
jot a few reminders re communicating
with parents shows clear evidence you
are trying to connect and collaborate -
even if you aren't receiving feedback.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

Taking a few minutes at the beginning of
the week to clarify your intentional
teaching focus areas ensures prep,
materials selection and environment
setup is simpler and more meaningful.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Recording brief notes about reflections
or experiences that you flagged as
significant will help you write your next
program and connect activities to
previous documentation.

Knowing what's coming up helps your
week flow more smoothly and also gives
you a space to show evidence of, (and
build on) community and family
collaboration.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

A simple checklist you can complete at
the end of each week helps you to stay
up to date with paperwork and identify
and reflect on any areas in the cycle
causing frustration.

How Does This 
Create Links?

By including core planning cycle actions
to review weekly, you can keep track of
the progress you are making on each
child's individual learning journey week
to week. 

When you create a checklist to help you
stay organised, keep it simple, easy to
complete and ensure it gives you 
 information you actually need.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

Sometimes you just need an easy to
complete tool that becomes routine but
still gives you valuable planning and
reflection information and this format
does just that! 

How Does This 
Create Links?

Setting 3 achievable goals for your day
helps you to reflect on what your
priorities are and why, then connect
those to other areas of your work.

If your day often seems overwhelming
with the tasks you need to get done
break it up into sections and focus on
one at a time. They should be smaller
than your 3 daily goals.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

It saves a lot of time in the long run
when you have a process that tells you
where all of the information sources you
collect for your planning, assessment,
goals and growth are kept & used.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Taking the time to set goals and clarify
the actions you need to take to make
progress shows links between self
reflection and improvements or changes
being made.

You don't have to do everything on your
own! Once you set goals or define areas
of improvement you also want to
determine who or what will help you
make it happen.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



BUILDING BLOCK 2
LEARNING JOURNEY FOLDER

5 Reasons Why I Always Set Up And Use A Learning 

Journey Folder As A Room Leader
To provide a space that holds all the information I need to document,
assess and extend a child’s individual learning journey - no wasted time
looking for bits and pieces and others can easily contribute information.

To give me a quick monthly overview of each child’s progress and the
assessment that has been completed so far.

To highlight children’s needs, interests, strengths and/or developmental
changes & share this with other room educators. 

To help me connect all observations, incidental and intentional teaching
moments, and planned activities to meaningful extensions and programs.

To help me visually display my process step by step so it’s easier to
modify if age groups/circumstances change or explain learning outcomes
and links to an Ed Leader, Director or families if needed.



Like the idea of a learning journey folder but not sure where to start? 

Make a start instead of procrastinating with these 3 steps.

Draw a table on a page at the front of your folder and list all of the
children’s names, associated documentation/assessments and
dates completed. Keep it simple and visual. This will become your
learning journey tracker so you always know a child’s progress at a
glance and can manage your documentation time more effectively.

EMPOWERED ED TAKE 
ACTION TIPS
 

Decide whether you will use a hard copy paper folder, folder files on
the computer or a mix of both.

Divide your lever arch folder (or computer folder files) into 4 sections -
Observations/Forward Planning/Programs/Child Summary & Goals

1

2

3

Take a look at some examples from one of my learning journey folders 

for more inspiration…



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

There are many ways to record an
observation and it is up to the educator
to decide what style suits the suituation.
In this case a learning story format
provided the most meaningful option.

How Does This 
Create Links?

When recording what the information
collected in an observation tells you, use
the language of the EYLF or your relevant
standards to simplify and ensure
parents can also understand the
learning & connections being made.

Photos and images of the children's work
can help us to communicate the story of
a child's learning visually.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

Using photos or other media to
document a child's play can help
educators quickly record and reflect 'in
the moment' then come back later to
include more information if needed.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Using easy to understand references
and language to analyse and explain
the learning that took place ensures
links to learning outcomes without the
need for numbers or codes. 

You can complete an observation in 
 stages - I often created the visual story
first then added in more detail using text
when time allowed.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

Because it's a simple format that
communicates a child's learning and
progress to a parent in a way that is
easy to understand but also useful.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Dates and references to building on skills
learnt through previous intentional
teaching opportunties and the use of
descriptive language throughout shows
clear links to an extension of learning
and interests.

You don't need fancy photo editing apps
or collages to record a child's learning -
keep photos and text simple yet
relevant.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

To make the learning visual since the
steps of the process and language used
was the important part of what I
observed and felt was meaningful. 

How Does This 
Create Links?

Although a simple observation style, the
step by step visual format and inclusion
of the words 'like preschool' conveys the
significance of what has taken place &
the extension to learning that has been
supported with this activity.

Take the time to listen to those little
conversations because often they will
tell you more than just focusing on what
you see.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

This is another way to capture a step by
step visual of events that took place as
they happened. The text adds additional
information to give the child a voice.

How Does This 
Create Links?

As we had made banana smoothies for
morning tea that day, it told me that
Ruby was extending on this interest by
using her imagination, creativity and
descriptive language skills. 

You can be an observer as well as
remaining engaged in the play and
avaialble to participate if needed.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

As an alternative to documentation
folders and files to help keep track of
each child's learning journey information
sources.

How Does This 
Create Links?

By displaying the progress being made
on each step of the planning cycle and
how it will lead to the next one using
colours as a visual strategy.

When using DIY digital tools such as
airtable or excel you have the control to
decide what information will be useful to
you and how you will record it so there is
no wasted time.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

This is my absolute favourite tool and I
have used it for many years to make the
forward planning and analysis process
more visual. 

How Does This 
Create Links?

You add information to the form from
left to right as you complete each step in
the planning cycle for each child. It
shows you clearly when you have closed
the loop with an evaluation.

Instead of spending time figuring out
where to next all the time, first set up a
step by step framework that makes
sense to YOU.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

To give me a way to summarise and
communicate a child's learning over a
certain period of time (usually 3 -6
months) using information gained from
all of my documentation sources.

How Does This 
Create Links?

By asking children to share their
thoughts we can connect what they are
telling us to future planning and
programs and give them the opportunity
to self reflect and have their voice heard.

Don't just summarise what has taken
place - set new learning goals and
describe what actions you will take to
support this child as they continue their
journey.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



BUILDING BLOCK 3
PROGRAM & REFLECTION 
FOLDER
 
 

7 Reasons Why I Always Set Up And Use A 

Program & Reflection Folder As A Room Leader
To keep current blank program templates ready to write on (or type
into if on computer).

To help me record brief program reflections and use this information
to inform the next program and extend learning.

To keep a library of previous programs and notes for review,
reflection and reuse if relevant.

To help me clarify and assign time to both day to day reflection and
critical reflection by having a familiar process to follow.



BUILDING BLOCK 3
PROGRAM & REFLECTION 
FOLDER
 
To show evidence of regular self assessment, changes,
improvements and self development.

To provide an easy way to document incidental learning, children’s
interests and voices and other feedback.

To help me close the loop when I need to recall a program to
evaluate previous planned intentional focus activities.

Like the idea of a learning journey folder but not sure where to start? 

Make a start instead of procrastinating with these 3 steps.

EMPOWERED ED TAKE 
ACTION TIPS
 

Decide whether you will use a hard copy paper folder, folder files on
the computer or a mix of both.

Divide your lever arch folder (or computer folder files) into 4 sections - 
 Program Templates/Recent Programs/Previous Programs/Monthly
Critical Reflection/Program Reflections/Quality Improvement Planning

1

2
Take a look at some examples from my previous program and reflection folders for more inspiration…



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

I have used a basic box template for
many years because it is easily modified
no matter the role, service type or
framework. I simply create headings that
fit the current planning needs.

How Does This 
Create Links?

This box provides a space to jot down
any extension experiences you have
planned and it gives you a reference
date to quickly complete your evaluation
and forward planning form.

Have a space in your plan to jot down
children's emerging interests and any
activities or child led experiences that
evolve as a result.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

My version of a planning web still offers
structure (as I prefer to know where I'm
going) but also the opportunity to
incorporate both inquiry based as well
and intentional learning opportunities.

How Does This 
Create Links?

This program format shows clear links to
curiosity 'sparks', interests and questions
raised by the children and how we can
extend or support those through play
and our environment.

Keep a notebook of jottings recording
childrens conversations, questions,
requests and interests to use as
inspiration for your program and 'where
to next' ideas.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

To give me a space to quickly jot down
some reflections at the end of the weekly
or monthly program while still fresh in
my mind. I add this page to my box
program.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Use the information gained from
program reflections to help brainstorm
meaningful forward planning ideas.

After completing your weekly program
reflection take 2 minutes to jot down
some possible ideas for your next
program - this will save writing time.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

This is simply a different version of the
form on previous page modified to break
down the reflection process in more
detail.

How Does This 
Create Links?

With forward planning experiences its
important to decide when you will do
this and why. You might not include it on
your next program but when you do, it
will have a date that links to the original
information gathered.

Although critical reflection is not usually
required weekly, I find jotting down a few
quick notes each week helps make the
process of monthly critical reflection
easier and more relevant.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

It's a way to collect information that will
inform a weekly or monthly program
and bring all of the steps together so
they can be reviewed at a glance.

How Does This 
Create Links?

I'm using this one form to not only record
learning that took place and group
observations but I'm also thinking about
future possibilities and gathering
information to write the next program.

Save time writing next week's program
by jotting down ideas as you go onto the
current program or in your reflection
diary.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

To give me a way to show a clear record
of thinking about and analysing the
information I have collected from an
observation and how it might be
significant.

How Does This 
Create Links?

I gain information that helps me decide
how to further support a child's pathway
through future activities, environments,
challenges and planning.

Keep analysis of learning simple -
compare what you already know about
this child to the information you just
collected to help clarify what they are
ready for next.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

It provides a quick way to reflect on the
current program and gather information
that will inform the next program and
planning.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Recording children's interests, outcomes,  
spontaneous play or learning moments
throughout the week provides relevant
information for forward planning and
future observations that might be
required.

Break critical reflection up into a smaller
step by step process that only takes a
little time to write up each week but
gives you valuable information for
ongoing self assessment &
improvements.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

Parent communication tools can also be
a valuable way to gather and reflect on
information that can be used to inform
future individual and group experiences.

How Does This 
Create Links?

While the core focus is communicating
with families about their child's day you
can also use this information to plan
new learning goals and extension
activities.

Being short of time is no excuse not to
communicate with families each day. A
few photos with a short description or a
quick conversation is just as meaningful.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

As an easy way to prompt critical
reflection in a particular focus area
when I'm not sure where or how to begin.
This focus area prompted a reflection on
my planning cycle.

How Does This 
Create Links?

By identifying possible changes or
actions required as a result of the
reflection information gathered, we show
clear links to a continuous cycle of
improvement.

Clarify and identify what was significant
to you so you can seek support. Try not
to just make reflection about 'what went
wrong or right' Dig a little deeper.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

This is one part of a step by step format I
number to help educators who may not
feel confident with how to analyse and
then use the information gathered from
an observation.

How Does This 
Create Links?

The information gathered here clarifies
what a child might be ready for
next...and how you can support this
future learning journey in your role as
educator.

Create space in your planning cycle to
regularly review goals set for a child in
collaboration with their parents. You can
then use this information to guide your
decision making and planning.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



6 Reasons Why I Always Set Up And Use A 

Communication Folder As A Room Leader

BUILDING BLOCK 4
COMMUNICATION
FOLDER
 

To help me communicate consistently with families in a way that is
meaningful to them and efficient for me.

To help me make my programs and the children’s work more
interactive and visual to both parents and other educators working
in the room.

It provides a simple way to link learning outcomes and goals
together in an easy to understand format.

Kickstarts conversations between parents and children, children and
their peers and other educators and children.



BUILDING BLOCK 4
COMMUNICATION
FOLDER
 
Having communication recorded in one core place helps me to
reflect on what I know about each child and their family and
compare this to what I’m currently observing, allowing for more
meaningful and timely child observations.

Reminds me to continually consider ways to document and include
children’s voices, ideas, interests and needs into my overall program
and invite others to also contribute.

Like the idea of a learning journey folder but not sure where to start? 

Make a start instead of procrastinating with these 3 steps.

EMPOWERED ED TAKE 
ACTION TIPS
 

Decide whether you will use a hard copy paper folder, folder files on
the computer or a mix of both.

Divide your lever arch folder (or computer folder files) into 4 sections - Family
Communication Tools/Learning Made Visual/Children’s Voices//Family
Orientation Information/Educator Communication & Contributions.

1

2
Take a look at some examples from my previous communication folders for more inspiration…



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

To communicate group experiences and
children's learning to families and peers.
It also provides a space to collect
information about the child's voice and 
 brief reflections on the day.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Using conversational language to
highlight the learning that is taking
place 'just through play' creates
opportunities to connect and invite input
from parents and carers.

Include elements to share your program
and communicate experiences with
families visually rather than just relying
on text they might not have time to read.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

This is a simple way to document
children's voices and interests. I like to
add a little context to help parents see
the bigger picture of what was
happening.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Documenting children's voices and play
with simple visuals provides information
to reflect on at a later date and guide
next steps and extensions.

Even if they aren't speaking yet or
vocabulary is limited you can still share
a child's voice. Where did they spend the
most time today? Where did they run to
first or seem most happy?

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

This format is simple but effective as it
communicates a child's progress to 
 parents but also provides useful
information for educators to further
reflect on.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Connections are made by referring to an
improvment in physical skills - which
was listed as a goal for this particular
term. This provides valuable forward
planning/evaluation information.

Keep parent communication simple yet
meaningful to invite engagement in
various ways instead of dwelling on 'no
one ever reads it anyway' thinking.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

I always include a 'Family Feedback'
space in my programs as an easy way
to record any significant information or
conversations. This can later be
incorporated into a future program.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Inviting parent and carer feedback on
an assessment creates links between
home routines and culture and their
time in care .

Use simple strategies to help children
self reflect then compare this
information to what you already know
about this child and what you observe to
help evaluate and extend.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

Simple photo collages can engage busy
families at pickup, provide a
conversation starter and show learning
as it unfolded rather than just 'telling'.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Use easy to understand language that
connects everyday play and experiences
to learning outcomes.

If sending information home to parents
via a my day form or email like this one
make sure you make it quick and easy
for you to fill out. Paste or insert photos
from device, add checklists or options to
circle instead of writing.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example ELC

Why Did I Use This?

A simple observation or learning story
can double as a parent communication
tool or progress update if you share a
little insight into the activity first and
include the voice of the child.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Connect learning and observations to
evidence of the child's work. Photos,
video, drawings, wall displays all work
well. In this case a drawing linked to a
request by child to 'write the words'.

Instead of just filing artwork away into a
portfolio or observation folder, visually
highlight the children's work and the
steps it took leading up to completion
with the addition of captions/photos or
their own voice.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



6. Evaluate &
Link

5. Extend &
Forward Plan

What tools & strategies
will I use to fill my

framework folders?
 

MY BUILDING
BLOCKS

Build Your Own Planning Cycle Framework ELC

4. Reflect &
Analyse

Organise1.

2. Communicate

3. Observe





A Little About Me

Basic 
Building
Blocks

The Planning Cycle - Foundation Framework Steps OSHC



1.Organise
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8 Reasons Why I Always Set Up And Use An 

Organisation Folder For OSHC

BUILDING BLOCK 1
ORGANISATION FOLDER

To tell me what resources I need this week and separate into before
and after school prep required.

To summarise relevant reflections and voices from last week that
have informed this week’s program.

To remind me of any core focus experiences/themes planned for
this week’s program.

To help me to recognise and action any changes, modifications or
additions I need to make to the indoor or outdoor environments
this week/month and why I need to (this then becomes part of my
reflections).



BUILDING BLOCK 1
ORGANISATION FOLDER

To remind me of any special events, incursions, excursions or community visits I need to
allow time or resources for.

To give me an easy to find space that allows me to quickly compile observation jottings,
notes/questions to discuss with other room educators, any parent feedback or
conversations, children’s voices as I hear/see them and forward planning brainstorm ideas
that everyone can contribute to. This part of the folder/notebook doesn’t need to be neat
and pretty - it’s just there for adding quick collections of information during the week that I
will get back to when time allows to help me continue with my planning cycle steps in more
detail (connects with the program folder and team communication book).

To give me (and those who work with me in the same sessions) the best possible chance of
starting the week feeling confident and organised instead of rushed and frustrated. To give
all educators a voice.

To help me show evidence of a consistent and ongoing cycle of self assessment and
looking forward using information gathered from other service educators,reflections,
children, parents, school environment and community.



Like the idea of an organisation folder but not sure where to start? 

Take action instead of procrastinating with these 4 tips.

If you are working on the computer instead of with hard copies, you could label your folder
with an icon, number or letter for each core folder or use a cloud tool like Gdrive to colour
code and organise your folders then share access with others).

EMPOWERED ED TAKE 
ACTION TIPS
 

Decide whether you prefer to use a hard copy paper folder, folder files on the computer or a
mix of both. Consider any service digital tools in use. When working with different sessions
and larger numbers of educators as is usually the case in OSHC environments, hard copies
can be very useful as they are easy to pick up, stick a post it note into or quickly jot a few
observations or reflection notes down then move on.

Assign a colour to your organisation folder and use a sticky dot in the same colour on any of
the pages/templates you use for this folder so it is not only easy for you to recognise and
use but also other educators in the service.

1

2

3

Take a look at some examples from one of my organisation folders for more inspiration…

Start with a simple summary page for the week ahead that lists the basics then 
build pages from there as you work out what helps you and the other educators in your
team to save time.4



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

Printing these forms and having a hard
copy version available in a folder allows
ALL educators to quickly communicate
important information and it creates a
process to follow.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Having a space for all educators working
in the session to record everyday
conversations with families ensures
there is continuous capacity for planning
inspiration and meaningful extensions.

If you have more than a few educators
on your team it can be helpful to jot
down tasks, prep and incidents that
others can take the initiative with then
make sure these are readily available in
the communication folder.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

Taking a few minutes at the beginning of
the week to clarify your intentional
teaching focus areas ensures prep,
materials selection and environment
setup is simpler and more meaningful.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Recording brief notes about reflections
or experiences that you flagged as
significant will help you write your next
program and connect activities to
previous documentation.

Often in OSHC environments educators
are working in a space that is shared so
taking the time to jot down some notes
about environment setup for the week
ahead helps everyone prepare & clarify
expectations.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

Sometimes you just need an easy to
complete tool that becomes routine but
still gives you valuable planning and
reflection information and this format
does just that! 

How Does This 
Create Links?

Setting 3 achievable goals for your day
helps you to reflect on what your
priorities are and why, then connect
those to other areas of your work.

If your day often seems overwhelming
with the tasks you need to get done
break it up into sections and focus on
one at a time. They should be smaller
than your 3 daily goals.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

If your day often seems overwhelming
with the tasks you need to get done
break it up into sections and focus on
one at a time. They should be smaller
than your 3 daily goals.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Taking the time to set goals and clarify
the actions you need to take to make
progress shows links between self
reflection and improvements or changes
being made.

You don't have to do everything on your
own! Once you set goals or define areas
of improvement you also want to
determine who or what will help you
make it happen.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

A page like this in the communication
book gives everyone the opportunity to
contribute to the reflections on the day
while also helping educators to organise. 

How Does This 
Create Links?

As you reflect on group experiences and
individual focus activities you gather
information that supports future
engagement and interest from the
children.

Include a space for all educators to
access so they can help to document
what planned and unplanned learning
occurred. Get the children involved too -
what would they like to add?

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



BUILDING BLOCK 2
LEARNING JOURNEY FOLDER

5 Reasons Why I Always Set Up And Use A Learning 

Journey Folder For OSHC
To provide a space that holds all the information I need to document,
assess and extend a child’s individual learning journey - no wasted time
looking for bits and pieces and others can easily contribute information.

To give me a quick monthly overview of each child’s progress and the
assessment that has been completed so far.

To highlight children’s needs, interests, strengths and/or developmental
changes & share this with other room educators. 

To help me connect all observations, incidental and intentional teaching
moments, and planned activities to meaningful extensions and programs.

To help me visually display my process step by step so it’s easier to
modify if age groups/circumstances change or explain learning outcomes
and links to an Ed Leader, Director or families if needed.



Like the idea of a learning journey folder but not sure where to start? 

Make a start instead of procrastinating with these 3 steps.

Draw a table on a page at the front of your folder and list all of the
children’s names, associated documentation/assessments and
dates completed. Keep it simple and visual. This will become your
learning journey tracker so you always know a child’s progress at a
glance and can manage your documentation time more effectively.

EMPOWERED ED TAKE 
ACTION TIPS
 

Decide whether you will use a hard copy paper folder, folder files on
the computer or a mix of both.

Divide your lever arch folder (or computer folder files) into 4 sections -
Observation Jottings/Forward Planning/Child Interests &
Voice/Memorable Moments

1

2

3

Take a look at some examples from one of my learning journey folders 

for more inspiration…



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

As an alternative to documentation
folders and files to help keep track of
each child's learning journey information
sources. 

How Does This 
Create Links?

By displaying the progress being made
on each step of the planning cycle and
how it will lead to the next one using
colours as a visual strategy. 

When using DIY digital tools such as
airtable or excel you have the control to
decide what information will be useful to
you and your service then how you will
record it so there is no wasted time.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

A quick to complete option to collect
timely information on individual children
and give educators an overview of their
learning journey at this point in time.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Compiling information important to a
child helps lead educators to the next
step in your planning cycle and writing a
program.

Give school age children the opportunity
to choose their own photos and evaluate
their own experiences.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

The second page in a child's 'individual
journey jottings'. It provides prompts that   
helps collect the necessary information
important to support each child's
learning & inform the program.

How Does This 
Create Links?

There should be a purpose to any
forward planning added to a program
and answering the 'why' prompt clarifies
the thinking and process behind this
decision.

Don't waste all of that important
planning you have done up until this
point - come back to reflect on the
planned activity and include input from
the child to decide on next steps.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

To create a sense of belonging,
ownership of the space and as a visual
way to invite connections and
conversations. Must be created in
partnership with each child.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Supports the extension of what you
already know about a child, what they
want you to know and how this
information can then inform the
program and future interactions.

Keep these types of displays easy to
read and visual. Ask children's
permission to include or choose a photo
they want to display first.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

A quick way to help educators record
how children are engaging with the
program experiences, other children and
using the indoor and outdoor
environments.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Provides information and discoveries
that can be collected and extended on if
relevant and useful in a child's individual
journey jottings and future planning.

Add a blank page to your service
communication folder along with a
stack of sticky notes and encourage all
educators to keep some in their pocket
to jot down anything significant they
note. Stick in book at end of session.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

It's an extension of short observation
jottings and another way to learn more
about how a child is playing, relaxing
and learning and why they are doing
something the way that they are.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Information gathered at regular intervals
through these jottings helps to build an
overall picture of a child's journey
throughout the year and how they have
been responded to.

When recording information about an
activity a child is focused on, try to
include an image of the 'work in
progress' as well as their finished work.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

To create a sense of belonging and
ensure important information and the
child's voice is gathered at the
beginning of their journey in care.

How Does This 
Create Links?

A dedicated space to capture children's
voices including questions, responses
and actions helps educators gather
information to inform individual and
group planning.

With school age children there should be
plenty of scope for them to add
information that they see as important
to them ...and as a way for you to get to
know them and support them.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

Another page from a child's individual
learning journal that provides an
opportunity to highlight their work and
capture their voice.

How Does This 
Create Links?

By adding dates and including
descriptions this information can then
be used to link together a child's
learning, wellbeing and growth.

If you use a journal make it more about
the child and their ongoing self-
reflection rather than a book for
educator documentation and reflections.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



BUILDING BLOCK 3
PROGRAM & REFLECTION 
FOLDER
 
 7 Reasons Why I Always Set Up And Use A 

Program & Reflection Folder For OSHC
To keep current blank program templates ready for children to 
contribute to.

To help me record brief program reflections and use this information to
inform the next program and extend learning. It also provides opportunities
for others to contribute to program reflections and activity ideas.

To keep a library of previous programs and notes for review, reflection, reuse
or mentoring if relevant.

To help me clarify and assign time to both day to day reflection and
monthly critical reflection by having a familiar process to follow.



BUILDING BLOCK 3
PROGRAM & REFLECTION 
FOLDER
 
To show evidence of regular and service self assessment, changes,
improvements and self development.

To provide an easy way to document and collate incidental learning,
children’s interests and voices and other feedback.

To help close the loop when I need to recall a program to evaluate
previous planned intentional focus activities or children’s suggestions.

Like the idea of a learning journey folder but not sure where to start? 

Make a start instead of procrastinating with these 3 steps.

EMPOWERED ED TAKE 
ACTION TIPS
 

Decide whether you will use a hard copy paper folder, folder files on the computer or a
mix of both.I suggest hard copy folders for OSHC so it is easier for all educators in the
session to contribute to the program along with the children.

Divide your lever arch folder into 5 sections - Program Templates/Previous
Programs/Monthly Critical Reflection/Program Reflections/Quality Improvement
Planning

1

2
Take a look at some examples from my previous program and reflection folders for more inspiration…



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

It's a simple and visual method to
document the program while also
communicating the learning outcomes
to family and carers.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Using easy to understand language that
connects everyday play and experiences
to learning outcomes helps keep the
program meaningful for parents  .

Include elements to share your program
and communicate experiences with
families visually rather than just relying
on text they might not have time to read

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

This is step 1 of a plan I created
especially for working in an outside
school hours care environment. I broke it
into 2 sections to support educator AND
child input feeding into the program.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Free Range Fun  - Group experiences
and spaces are set up for children to
choose from as they please during each
session or revisit from interest shown in
a previous session. Links to interests &
requests.

Keep the plans simple - not
overwhelming by splitting sessions into
before and after school care or vacation
care (as relevant to your service).

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

This is step 2 of a plan I created
especially for working in an outside
school hours care environment. I broke it
into 2 sections to support educator AND
child input feeding into the program.

How Does This 
Create Links?

This Organised Activity Stations format
provides a way to incorporate previous
information gathered and use it
intentionally to plan experiences that
extend or support. Children still choose
whether to participate or not.

Setting up the environment with self
selection 'free range' activity stations &
then 1 or 2 focus experiences helps ed's
manage time more effectively and
engage with the children where needed.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

The final page in this 3 step program
was added as I wanted to tie everything
together and make it more relevant for
the work I was doing as coordinator in
an outside school hours care service.

How Does This 
Create Links?

I gained information from the child's
voices that helped me decide how I
might further support individual children
and the group through future activities,
environment changes, challenges and
planning.

Display your program at child height
with pens and sticky notes close by for
children to add their thoughts and
suggestions. A suggestion box can work
too but colourful visuals often lead to
more engagement.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

As a quick and easy way to record
reflections, capture voices and
brainstorm forward planning ideas.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Keeping jottings succinct makes it more
likely you will take action to provide
relevant extension activities in future
programs and follow the child's lead if
the opportunity emerges.

Jotting down reflections and significant
or spontaneous moments of learning on
sticky notes helps break up the task of
forward planning into smaller steps.
Some you will extend on and some you
won't need too.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

I have used a basic box template for
many years because it is easily modified
no matter the role, service type or
framework. I simply create headings that
fit the current planning needs.

How Does This 
Create Links?

This box provides a space to jot down
any extension experiences you have
planned and it gives you a reference
date to quickly complete your
evaluations and summaries.

Have a space in your plan to jot down
children's emerging interests and any
activities or child led experiences that
evolve as a result.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

Using organisation and prep tools like
this ensures everyone is on the same
page and expectations are clear - no
matter the role or hours worked.

How Does This 
Create Links?

I gain information that helps me decide
how to further support a child's pathway
through future activities, environments,
challenges and planning.

Save time writing next week's program
by jotting down ideas as you go onto the
current program or in your reflection
diary.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

As a way to reflect back on the weekly
program and brainstorm how I could use
the information this provides me with to
effectively support the program and
children's needs, interests and voice.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Instead of just listing what isn't working I
take it a step further and consider some
changes or alternatives that could make
a difference to our next program and
children's overall wellbeing and
engagement levels.

Use a simple web or mind map to begin
processing information collected and
breaking it down into easy to initiate
steps and ideas.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

It ensures information collected weekly
is easily reviewed from the one place
and simple to follow to go from one step
of planning to the next.

How Does This 
Create Links?

The actual individual or group journey
jottings or observations aren't written out
here but a name provides an easy way
to link back to the completed 'individual
journey jottings' form. It also serves as a
reminder to complete evaluations.

Wherever you record your daily, weekly
or monthly reflections make sure to
include a section you can list goals and
how you will achieve them. Great for
organisation and accountability!

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

It's a quick, easy to read way to organise
and communicate next steps in the
program to both educators and families.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Projects or experiences often need to
occur over a number of weeks or
sessions so we can record current
projects as a starting point then build a
display of learning in progress with the
addition of photos, captions etc

Add core activities for the week or month
first then scaffold with group and
individual experiences and ideas.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

To give me a space to quickly jot down
some reflections at the end of the weekly
or monthly program while still fresh in
my mind. I add this page to my box
program.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Use the information gained from
program reflections to help brainstorm
meaningful forward planning ideas. You
also evaluate how the completed
activities supported children.

After completing your weekly program
reflection take 2 minutes to jot down
some possible ideas for your next
program - this will save writing time.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

This is simply a different version of the
form on previous page modified to break
down the reflection process in more
detail.

How Does This 
Create Links?

With forward planning experiences its
important to decide when you will do
this and why. You might not include it on
your next program but when you do, it
will have a date that links to the original
information gathered.

Although critical reflection is not usually
required weekly, I find jotting down a few
quick notes each week helps make the
process of monthly critical reflection
easier and more relevant.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

It provides a quick way to reflect on the
current program and gather information
that will inform the next program and
planning.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Recording children's interests, outcomes,
spontaneous play or learning moments
throughout the week provides relevant
information for forward planning and
future support that might be required.

Break critical reflection up into a smaller
step by step process that only takes a
little time to write up each week but
gives you valuable information for
ongoing self assessment &
improvements.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



6 Reasons Why I Always Set Up And Use A 

Communication Folder For OSHC

BUILDING BLOCK 4
COMMUNICATION
FOLDER
 

To help me communicate consistently with families in a way that is
meaningful to them and efficient for me.

To help me make my programs and the children’s work more
interactive and visual to both parents and other educators working
in the session.

It provides a simple way to link learning outcomes and goals
together in an easy to understand format.

Kickstarts conversations between parents and children, children and
their peers and other educators and children.

Reminds me to continually consider ways to document and include
children’s voices, ideas, interests and needs into my overall program
and invite others to also contribute regularly.



BUILDING BLOCK 4
COMMUNICATION
FOLDER
 
Having communication recorded in one core place helps me to
reflect on what I know about each child and their family and
compare this to what I’m currently observing, allowing for more
meaningful and timely child observations.

Like the idea of a learning journey folder but not sure where to start? 

Make a start instead of procrastinating with these 3 steps.

EMPOWERED ED TAKE 
ACTION TIPS
 

Divide a lever arch folder into 4 sections - Family Communication Tools/Learning
Made Visual/Children’s Voices/Family Orientation Information/Educator
Communication & Contributions

Set up a ‘What Have We Been Doing This Week’ or ‘Our Week’ visual photo display
along with some sticky notes and pens for families and children to easily read and
contribute to. Put on a mobile whiteboard or similar if you are sharing a space and
can’t leave photos etc up. Focus on adding a little each day to build your wall of
information about the entire week instead of just one day. This way you can
incorporate before and after school activities and memorable moments.

1

2

Take a look at some examples from my previous communication folders for more inspiration…



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

It's a simple way to capture highlights
from the week and invite conversations
between children, parents and peers
about the program.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Documenting children's voices and play
with simple visuals provides information
to reflect on at a later date and guide
next steps and extensions.

Keep parent communication simple yet
meaningful to invite engagement in
various ways instead of dwelling on 'no
one ever reads it anyway' thinking.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

Simple photo collages and stories can
engage busy families at pickup, provide
a conversation starter and show
learning as it unfolded rather than just
'stating the facts'.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Connect learning and observations to
evidence of the child's work. Photos,
video, drawings, wall displays and
communication tools like this one all
work well.

Use easy to understand language that
connects everyday play and experiences
to learning outcomes.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

This format is simple but effective as it
communicates a child's progress to
parents but also provides useful
information for educators to further
reflect on.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Instead of just filing artwork away into a
portfolio or learning journey folder,
visually highlight the children's work and
the steps it took leading up to
completion with the addition of
captions/photos or their own voice.

Invite children to self reflect and make it
a fun, familiar experience by ensuring
the autonomy and agency to complete
different elements or parts of their 'story'
each week.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

As a method for children to compile their
questions, ideas, learning and research
then share this with others.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Webs and mapping can be used to add
child's thoughts and ideas to individual
learning records and highlight possible
future experiences, planning and
investigation.

Create a hard copy ideas journal for all
children to write or draw in if this is
something they enjoy doing. Choose
something with the child at the end of
each week to extend learning or support
wellbeing.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

It's a fun and easy way to support
children to lead their own learning and
self reflect. Keep a few printed with
clipboards and pens for children to pick
up when challenged.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Use the information or questions a child
shares here to identify emerging
interests and clarify new directions or
planning to focus on. 

Create a wall display or on a mobile
whiteboard if a shared space and title it
'Our Wonder Wall'. Encourage children to
add anything they are wondering about
or investigating throughout the term. Use
to help write next term's program.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

As a way to communicate with parents
and gather information from children
about who and what is important to
them at this moment in time.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Adding dates to these moments
provides clear links to the experiences
and reflections in corresponding
programs and individual learning
records as well as providing new sources
of information to extend on.

Use these types of simple yet inclusive
strategies to help children self reflect,
communicate and foster a sense of
belonging and partnership.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



Empowered Ed Resource Example OSHC

Why Did I Use This?

It's a fun and interactive way for children
to have their say and educators to
capture their voices and use to inform
their future planning and program.

How Does This 
Create Links?

Keep language relevant and appealing
to families so you can communicate
your program and the learning that is
taking place across the days and weeks.
Instead of using numbers to link to
outcomes - make it something real.

Children of all ages love to know they
are being helpful and important so I like
to come up with special  job roles for
each session that I label with interesting
names.

Swipe This 
Strategy/Idea



6. Evaluate &
Link

5. Extend &
Forward Plan

What tools & strategies
will I use to fill my

framework folders?
 

MY BUILDING
BLOCKS

Build Your Own Planning Cycle Framework OSHC

4. Reflect &
Analyse

Organise1.

2. Communicate

3. Observe
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